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The Duke has always been kind of a lethal combination because the base concept behind it was
to have a bike that would commute, stunt and perform just as well on the track. In order for that
to become reality, they needed a bulletproof motor that would achieve the proper balance
between horsepower and torque and as in the bike is powered by the same cc, liquid-cooled,
single-cylinder, four-stroke motor developing Featuring a Keihin Electronic Fuel Injection with
Electronic Power Throttle, this engine is conceded as being instant power and torque delivering
and that made us even more eager to get on it. This thing is built on a light power coated
Chromium-Molybdenum trellis frame, features aluminum subframe, handlebars and wheels in a
successful attempt to sharpen handling and contribute at increasing the maximum running
speed. Also, supporting the razor-sharp handling capabilities is the fact that rake and trail are
Weighing just The Aprilia SXV 4. The Husky SM is also worthy to be mentioned under this
heading and in it even gets a nicer Grey color scheme while the engine remains the same cc,
liquid-cooled, four-stroke, SOHC, four-valves unit. Still, like the Aprilia , this is a veritable
supermoto machine while the KTM blends streetfighter characteristics with its initial supermoto
ones and might just sound like being in a class of its own. The side plates and fenders look
sharp too while the supermoto-style seat is positioned at The KTM Duke is a lot of fun to ride
especially if the rider understands what the bike is made for. Light, flick able and truly
supported by the LC4 engine, the middleweight Duke is perfectly suitable for performing stunts
on. The riding position allows for the bike to be kept well under control and be maneuvered with
the greatest ease through city traffic, around parking lots and on twisties. Actually, in this last
riding environment, a skilled rider would manage to keep the pace with any middleweight
supersports model out there. The bike leans extremely easy from side to side while the
adrenaline junky inside each one of us out there keeps the throttle wide opened in an attempt to
squeeze that much needed power when coming out of corners. The single-cylinder never felt
overwhelmed by our requests so it is a nice powerplant to exploit especially in the urban
background. We definitely appreciate the WP suspensions as these are the precise expected
thing for this bike. They provide good feedback from the surface of the road and we all know
how important that is when doing wheelies while keeping things stable and reassuring at all
times. The tires grip on to the surface of the road very well and no unintended stoppies will end
up being performed. All in all, the KTM Duke is a real supermoto cycle with streetfighter
clothing. It is a fun bike for the daily user and by offering the possibility to even be taken on any
supermoto track, it is simply an unmatched product in what concerns the ability to blend
different styles and call itself simplyâ€¦Duke. Makes me wanna go and test ride one. Ktm Duke
Burnout by endri shoshi. Maxx Biker. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. KTM
Duke. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job.
Because KTM has implemented a modern electronic ignition, the LC4 engine will feature
reduced emissions and fuel consumption as well as contribute to the increase in performance
of up to 63 hp at 7, rpm and 64 Nm at 6, rpm. In what concerns the chassis, it features greater
suspension range Also, the chassis was lightened, instruments updated and a new mud guard
was added. The upgraded KTM goes against the Husqvarna TE , a red and white blast that
knows pretty much the same tricks as the Enduro R does as it is born from the combination
between four-stroke racing experience and street legality. Build around a cc, four-stroke,
single-cylinder engine that meets Euro 3 regulations and benefiting of top notch suspension
and braking equipment, this Husky is the closest thing out there to our KTM and it sure rocks
too. Everything from the headlight housing and mudguards, side panels to the rear number
plates gets its fair share of lightened appearance while the inch wheels remain black, but do fit
well with the overall look of the bike. The left rider side exhaust is the easiest thing to spot
although perfectly integrated and looking pretty much like part of the tail. This also adds on to
the seat height which ends up measuring And because serious bikes should be treated as such,
the much more versatile, capable and even competitive KTM Enduro R got our complete
dedication from the in town where we picked it up and all the way up to the rocky, steep and
threatening terrain that this mountain goat is designed to conquer. This LC4-powered enduro
bike is destined to experienced riders preferably with long legs and a taste for risk. Now
featuring electronic power throttle, the engine is even more responsive virtually at all rpm levels
and in most of the six-gears that it features. The bike performs well enough at mph down the
highway. Weighing just Although pretty high, the bike has a low center of gravity and almost
equal weight distribution in order to make it natural for the rider to maneuver it especially at
slow speeds. Thanks to performance braking equipment Brembo twin-piston, floating caliper
working on a mm disc and a Brembo single piston, floating caliper working on a mm disc and to
the Pirelli MT 21 tires, this bike will come to a complete stop just as effectively as it performed
overall during our test ride. The KTM Enduro R is not the adequate track motorcycle although it
will manage , but a veritable off-roader which gets ridden to the mountains rather than carried in

a trailer. European makers such as KTM, Husky and BMW have their very own territory to
dispute with various models, but the cc, off-road ones with a registration certificate are surely
meeting the most goals. Power Throttle. Maxx Biker. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle
Finder:. KTM Enduro. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. KTM worked their magic on the biggest SX-F model, the MX1-destined and, like
on all other racing bikes, it all stands in the details. The retuned engine is claimed to provide a
healthier rush across the powerband while chassis and controls updates are aimed at
improving handling as the rider is supposed to feel more at home on the new model than on the
previous one. Feedback provided by the model year showed no need for a fuel injection system
yet so the Still, modifications to the engine improve the low end rush, just as a fuel injection
would have. The electric started motor now works with a lighter new piston and a new cylinder
head. This last change required the updating of the valve train as well while intake and exhaust
ports have been reshaped in an attempt to complement for the lack of fuel injection. The front
fork is totally new and claimed to ensure smoother landings as the spring and valves are more
up for the task which also decreases the quantity of oil in the fork. The clutch lever is also
redesigned so that the rider would be more in control over his ride and concentrate on lap
times. The Honda CRFR is one good such example as the cc, liquid-cooled, single-cylinder,
four-stroke engine features the advanced Programmed Fuel Injection system with 50mm throttle
bodies. In this case, the corresponsive model is the TC , also an upgraded model with healthier
response at low revs. No electric starter for this Husky as weight saving is drastic. The
bodywork is aggressive and yet refined while the stickers on the mudguards, swingarm, fenders
and forks enhance the racy look of this motocrosser in a much greater way that those on the
side plates alone could have ever managed. A rare thing on motocross bikes, mudguards are
there too. We totally appreciate the blacked-out silencer as well as the narrow seat positioned at
The critics would most likely say that it looks like a rolling cartoon, but the SX-F is big,
impressive and means serious business. Actually, the entire front end feels much lighter and
implicit easy to work with. The riding position is aggressive and fairly demanding so it needs a
little bit of getting used to, but not in the case of professional riders. In fact, KTM built the new
SX-F so that it would satisfy both the riding demands of the average dirt bike rider and highly
experienced racers and the bike soon starts unveiling this big quality. Handling feels easy,
almost natural thanks to the front end being lighter. The thing leans fast into corners and with
the rear end responsively following the front. The new brakes are highly effective and stopping
power is always more than enough as the bike only weighs The clutch works smoothly and both
clutch and brake levers are easier to grab with only two fingers. Engine type: Single cylinder,
4-stroke Displacement: Maxx Biker. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. KTM
SX. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job.
Adequate both for enduro riding and for track racing, the new model manages to represent the
next step for those riding the s and the s simply because it blows away from the two thanks to
the superior power-to-weight ratio. They made no concessions and added their best cc dirt bike
central double-cradle-type 25CrMo4 frame, which increases the seat height from The ground
clearance remained at the more than decent The brakes are provided by Brembo and consist in
a single Also, the cc, liquid-cooled, single-cylinder, two-stroke engine featuring TVC twin valve
control now has less weight to carry and this contributes at meeting the creation purpose of the
bike. Back in , KTM launched their all-new EXC, a two-stroke dirt bike that soon became beloved
especially in Europe thanks to the 45 horses developed by the cc motor and the only The engine
was liquid-cooled and mated to a six-speed tranny from the very beginning and no electric
starter was available. In , we could already talk about the WP suspensions and Brembo brakes
while weight remained the same. The wheelbase of the model year was increased from By the
time the EXC was replaced by the XC â€” before the name change, better said â€” we could talk
of a highly advanced trail two-stroke machine that shared everything with the model year,
unless the previous mentioned upgrades. Starting with the angular and yet refined front fender,
the mud guards and hand guards, continuing with the body panels hugging the 2. As mentioned
above, KTM offers the possibility to choose between wheels measuring either 18 or 21 inches in
diameter. The Excel units are either way black painted and so are the mud guards, seat and
frame, all contrasting with the KTM Orange as well as with the aluminum bits and pieces. KTM
aimed towards making the XC a sharper cornering dirt bike and that feels from the very first
yards traveled on it. We must say that the KTM XC enjoys going fast around corners and
remains stable and reassuring even when opening the throttle in an attempt to get the rear
wheel spinning and spread some dirt on the camera. The engine is there to back it up with
plenty of mid-range torque and a healthy powerband topping way above the point where most
riders would normally shift into higher gear. Because the engine is mated to a six-speed
gearbox, the XC will offer a top speed approximately mph comparable to that of the or even XC ,

bikes which are fitted with the same five-speed unit. The only thing that will soon determine the
rider to beg for a short stop is the narrow seat which ends up feeling like a blade if spending too
much time on it while riding at a relaxing pace. Also, the fact that it is now positioned even
higher contributes at providing the harsh treatment that boring riders almost deserve. At least
the suspensions will soften the ride a little bit as they manage to offer the proper bump
absorption virtually at all times. Landings are very enjoyable and the bike simply enjoys
jumping its way across everything that might resemble a motocross track. The Brembo brakes
are highly effective as well and equip bigger models, just like the suspensions do. Once
wormed up, both the front and the rear unit will provide the proper feedback before corners
while stopping power is always enough, even with the petal-style discs covered in mud. But so
will be the entire bike after a sort ride on it. Your browser does not support HTML5 video. Maxx
Biker. Read More. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:. KTM XC. Competing Vehicles. Active
filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job. The Adventure finally showed up with
wheels on each end for an introduction in Spain in With its hot, snarling exposed mufflers,
nose-bleed inch-plus seat height and a peaky engine with light-switch throttle response,
somehow hanging bags on it and planning an adventure trip seemed like trying to break a
stallion. On my first long ride the mufflers melted my waterproof duffle. No, as might be
expected from a successful dirt-oriented company, the first Adventure was really a big,
high-performance dirt bike for going really fast offroad. Unless you had the nerve to stand up
and steer its pounds and 98 horsepower with the throttle and rear wheel like a P-D racer, it was
best to keep it on the blacktop, where it was surely a lot of fun though only a little better for long
rides than the For KTM gave the Adventure a scooped-out, less-dirt-bikelike seat and shortened
suspension travel an inch to create a more reasonable Then for the engine was bumped up to
cc with a slight increase in bore and stroke, and got fuel injection and a new electronic motor
management system to go with it. ABS was also offered for the first time. Hmmmâ€¦lower seat,
more torque at lower revs, ABSâ€¦ the beast was starting to feel ready for adventure. The
liquid-cooled, degree V-twin with balancer and dry-sump lubrication gets new cams, pistons,
combustion chambers and an optimized crank drive that all contribute to a claimed 8
horsepower and 3. On the Jett Tuning Dynojet dyno it lived up to those claims, making about 92
horsepower and 62 lb-ft at the rear wheel. By comparison, our last RGS test bike was good for
96 horsepower and 73 lb-ftâ€¦but weighed pounds more. More refinements are both functional
and cosmetic. Numerous components are blacked-out and the taillight has a smoked lens.
Hazard lights have been added with a switch in the cockpit, which features a new
multifunctional digital speedo panel, standard 12V outlet and ignition immobilizer. The Bosch
ABS is improved with an easier-to-use off switch and two-channel, separate wheel modulation,
and the storage compartment atop the gas tank is lockable now. One must still fill the tank from
two locking openings on either side, high side first when on the sidestand to avoid overfilling
though the risk of getting gas in the charcoal EVAP canister if you accidentally overfill the tank
has been eliminated by relocating and giving it a drain. Ridden solo the is pretty much ready for
anything. Though it still feels like a big dual-sport and its power tempts one to ride more briskly
in the dirt than is probably prudent for most of us, a skilled rider can get it down just about any
type of road really, really fast. Throttle response is still right there but is much more controllable
and less abrupt now, and the six-speed gearbox is slick and noiseless. The refined engine
delivers much smoother, torquier power now, tame enough for all-day highway cruising but still
sparky enough for snap wheelies and big power slides though not by me! While it retains a
must-go-fast urgency that made the Adventure and now defunct Supermoto real ticket-getters, it
has gained an almost cruiserish V-twin side that allows you to roll off and enjoy more leisurely
riding. Dumping in the dirt on a pound dirt bike is one thing, having a pounder land on you is
quite another. More than 8 inches of suspension travel at each end soak up almost anything you
can run over short of big jumps, though the bike could use a bit more spring rate at each end
for two-up loads approaching maximum, as then it wallowed a bit for us ridden briskly in the
corners onroad, even with the preload all the way up. A convenient flip-out remote rear spring
preload adjuster makes for easy changes, and you can fiddle away with preload up front as well
as both rebound and compression damping front and rear, though tools are required. Handling
is like you might expect of a lightweight literbike with big wheels, longish wheelbase and a wide
handlebarâ€”moderately quick, low effort, yet stable and stuck
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like glue at any lean angle. Brembo triple-disc brakes are up to all the stopping tasks, with great
feel and powerâ€”the tendency for the back to lock too easily with the ABS turned off seems to

be gone now, too. Once on board my pounds mash the suspension down enough that I can just
touch the balls of my feet down with my inch inseam. These aging eyes would appreciate some
larger numbers on the instrument LCD display, but all of the other rider
conveniencesâ€”switchgear, grips, hand guards, adjustable handlebarâ€”are well thought-out.
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